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Abstract: 

Background - Truncating mutations in the giant sarcomeric gene Titin are the most common 

type of genetic alteration in dilated cardiomyopathy (DCM). Detailed studies have amassed a 

wealth of information regarding truncating variant position in cases and controls.  Nonetheless,

considerable confusion exists as to how to interpret the pathogenicity of these variants, hindering 

our ability to make useful recommendations to patients.

Methods and Results - Building on our recent discovery of a conserved internal promoter within

the Titin gene, we sought to develop an integrative statistical model to explain the observed 

pattern of TTN truncation variants in DCM patients and population controls.  We amassed Titin

truncation mutation information from 1714 human DCM cases and >69,000 controls and found 

three factors explaining the distribution of Titin mutations:  1) alternative splicing; 2) whether the 

internal promoter Cronos isoform was disrupted; and 3) whether the distal C-terminus was

targeted (in keeping with the observation that truncation variants in this region escape nonsense-

mediated decay and continue to be incorporated in the sarcomere).  A model using these three

factors had strong predictive performance with an area under the receiver operating characteristic

curve of 0.81.  Accordingly, individuals with either the most severe form of DCM, and/or whose 

mutations demonstrated clear family segregation suffered from the highest risk profile across all

three components.   

Conclusions - We conclude that quantitative models derived from large-scale human genetic and

phenotypic data can be applied to help overcome the ever-growing challenges of genetic data

interpretation. Results of our approach can be found at:  

http://cvri.ucsf.edu/~deo/TTNtruncationvariant.html.

Key words: dilated cardiomyopathy; genetics, human 
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Truncation mutations in the giant sarcomeric gene Titin result in cardiac and skeletal

myopathies1-9. In contrast with many disease genes, the distribution of truncation mutations in

Titin patients is not uniform, with a preponderance of mutations in the C-terminal two-thirds of 

the protein5,9. This region of the protein corresponds to the distal I-band, A-band and M-line

regions, named after distinct portions of the sarcomere visualized on electron micrographs10.

Titin truncation mutations are seen in up to 25% of dilated cardiomyopathy (DCM) patients and

such variants may be found in as much as 1% of the general population9,11.  Given this

widespread prevalence, clarity in how to interpret the significance of these variants is needed.

We recently described the phenotype of six zebrafish lines with truncating mutations in

the orthologous zebrafish ttna gene12.  Although homozygous mutations of all six targeted exons 

resulted in severe cardiac phenotypes, skeletal muscle phenotypes differed dramatically, with N-

terminal mutations (proximal one-third of ttna) having a phenotype indistinguishable from wild-

type, while C-terminal mutations (distal two-third of ttna) had severe sarcomeric disarray and

resulting inability to swim.  Through a mixture of systematic gene disruption and

transcriptome/epigenome analysis, we were able to map a novel internal promoter in Titin in the 

distal I-band, which is active in mouse and human hearts, and, when disrupted, resulted in the 

more severe phenotype seen in C-mutants. We named the resulting protein isoform Cronos.

Given its role in sarcomere development as well as the striking coincidence of the location of this

internal promoter with the observed distribution of human Titin mutations, we concluded that

this was a likely contributor to the more severe disease phenotype seen in cardiomyopathy 

patients with C-terminal Titin mutations.

Since all of the ttna exons we targeted were constitutive, alternative splicing was not 

relevant to the phenotypic differences we observed with mutation position.  Nonetheless,
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alternative splicing has long been known to modulate severity of some Mendelian diseases - 

perhaps most notably with the distinctions between the Becker and Duchenne forms of muscular 

dystrophy, where mutations in the milder Becker form sometimes target exons in the Dystrophin

gene that are at least partially excluded from transcripts by splicing13. Titin itself has many

alternatively spliced exons, mostly located in the I-band, and variable inclusion of these exons 

appears to regulate passive tensile properties of the muscle fiber14.  Mutations in unaffected

individuals tend to map to these alternatively spliced areas9, and recently, in induced pluripotent 

cell-derived cardiomyocytes, homozygous disruption of an alternatively spliced I-band exon

resulted in some retained ability to generate systolic force, in contrast with disruption of a 

constitutive exon in the A-band15.

Despite awareness of two sources of variability (the internal Cronos isoform and

alternative splicing) in explaining how mutation position might affect risk and severity of disease

in Titin truncation mutation patients, considerable disagreement remains among the 

cardiovascular genetics counselor community on how to advise patients with such mutations.

Part of the challenge resides in the need for a quantitative, non-binary approach to mutation

classification, which, in the case of truncating mutations, is not adequately addressed in current

variant interpretation guidelines16. Given that publicly available efforts have sequenced over 

tens of thousands of controls and nearly two thousand DCM cases for Titin, I reasoned it might

be feasible to build statistical models that more effectively classify patient mutations. 

Methods

Genetic Variant Analysis 

I compiled Titin truncation variant data from 4 sequencing efforts5,8,9,17 of DCM cases (1714 in

total) and control information from 3 additional efforts (~69,000 in total), to yield 1143 

constitutive exon in the A-band15.

DeD sppitite awawareness of two sources of variabbilility (the internal Crononoso  isoform and
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individuals with Titin truncation variants (i.e. causing premature nonsense codons, frameshifts,

or mutations in the canonical ±1,2 splice position).  The exact location of Titin truncation 

variants was obtained from supplementary tables of prior published work5,8,9,17 in the case of 

DCM patients or from control databases: EVS (http:// evs.gs.washington.edu), 1000 Genomes

(http://browser.1000genomes.org/), ExAC (http://exac.broadinstitute.org). All variants were

mapped to the inferred complete isoform ENST00000589042, which is an isoform that includes 

all 363 Titin exons (with the exception of the Novex-3 exon found exclusively in a single

isoform).  I used genotype quality scores when possible to exclude variants called with lower

confidence.  Where such quality scores were provided, I restricted the analysis to variants with a 

PASS designation, which implies that all user quality filters were met.  I did not consider 

mutations mapping to the Novex-3 exon, as these seem unlikely to contribute to disease, and are

in fact seen in senior competitive athletes12. 

Many of these reported variants were observed in more than one individual.  I counted 

multiple instances of a variant as separate data points – under the assumption that these

individuals were unrelated (this is true for ExAC and 1000 Genomes, and stated explicitly for

Akinrinade et al7 and a portion of Roberts et al9). I excluded what appeared to be a spurious 

splice variant identified exclusively in the EVS data set (chr2, position 179563642, CT>C), not 

present in dbSNP146, 1000 Genomes or the much larger ExAC database, and yet stated within

EVS to have a minor allele frequency close to 4% with over 374 alleles observed. Although there

may be other false positives, since all other observed alleles are rare, these are unlikely to skew

results. Finally, since Cohort B in Herman et al5 appeared to describe the same 71 individuals as

found in Roberts et al9, including 17 overlapping mutations,  I excluded this group from analysis.

The resulting count of (non-Novex 3) TTN truncations is as follows (Supplementary  

PASS designation, which implies that all user quality r filters were met.  I did not ccononsiideder r 

mutations mapping to the Novex-3 exon, as these seem unlikely to contribute to disease, and are

nn fafact seen inn seseninior cocompmpete itivivee atathlh eteteses12.
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Figure 1): 

1. ExAC database:  639 truncation variants (390 unique) 

2. EVS database:  214 truncation variants (50 unique) 

3. 1000 Genomes database:  43 truncation variants (28 unique) 

The corresponding count of TTN truncations in DCM cases is: 

4. Roberts et al9:   111 truncation variants (104 unique) 

5. Herman et al5:   45 truncation variants (45 unique) 

6. Akinrinade et al17:  31 truncation variants (21 unique) 

7. Haas et al8:  67 truncation variants (67 unique) 

Human RNA-Sequencing Analysis 

This analysis required assessment of the extent of alternative splicing of each Titin exon in

cardiac tissue. To compute this, I downloaded fastq format files for transcriptomic data from

heart tissue from DCM patients (from GEO series GSE57344) and healthy controls (from

GSE57344 and GTEx project) corresponding to SRA accessions SRR1272187 (control), 

SRR1272188 (control), SRR1272190 (DCM), SRR1272191 (DCM), SRR598148 (GTEx),

SRR600474 (GTEx), SRR600852 (GTEx), SRR601986 (GTEx), SRR598589 (GTEx), and

SRR599249 (GTEx). These provided a range of individuals sequenced at high read depth for

estimation of the extent of alternative splicing. Reads were mapped to the hg19 build of the 

human genome using TopHat18.   I exclusively used junction reads – i.e. reads that directly span

an exon-exon junction – for computation of percent spliced in (PSI) values, as these have been

shown to overcome inaccuracies arising from variability in read depth at different exons19. PSI

is a metric of the fraction of a gene’s transcripts (in a particular tissue) that include the exon of 

interest. It can be estimated from RNA-Seq data by the ratio of the number of reads that support 

Human RNA-Sequencing Analysis

This analysy is requq ired assessment of the extent of alternative splicing of each Titin exon in

caarddiac tissuee. ToTo comompuputete thisis,, II ddowownlnloaoadeded d fasttqq formrmatat fifiless foforr trt ananscscriptomomicic dad taa frfromom
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inclusion of a particular exon versus the total number of reads that support either its inclusion or 

exclusion.  I computed a read depth-weighted mean PSI for each exon across all 10 samples and

used these for subsequent analyses. Splicing estimates are in good agreement with those 

reported at https://cardiodb.org/titin/.

Logistic Regression Models of the Distribution of TTN Truncation Variants

All statistical analysis was performed in R (3.1.1). The primary goal of this work was to

understand how variants found in cases differ from those found in controls, according to

characteristics of the variant (where it is found in the protein, is it alternatively spliced, etc.,).

My starting point was a list of variants found in cases and a corresponding list found in controls.  

I annotated each variant according to its location in the protein (taking into account regions of 

the sarcomere as well as the position of the internal promoter), as well as the extent of alternative

splicing for the exon in which it is found.  The data of the 1143 truncation variants (247 from

DCM cases and 896 from controls) were analyzed using logistic regression to identify the factors

that characterize mutations found in cases and controls 

The same 1143 data points were used for every analysis described below.  For

transparency, I have also provided an R Markdown file which describes all analyses performed

and plots generated here (Supplementary File 1)

Exploring the variation of TTN truncation variant distribution with alternative splicing

I first generated a scatter plot comparing the distribution of PSI between DCM cases and controls 

(Supplementary Figure 2). Visually it is clear that DCM patients are more likely to have

mutations with high PSI values, an observation consistent with prior reports9. The distribution of 

PSI values was not uniform across the range of 0 to 1 and appeared to cluster into discrete bins.  

To simplify subsequent analyses, including developing of a classification model (see below), I 

annotated each variant according to its location in the protein (taking into accouununttt regegegioioionsnsns ooofff 
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created 4 bins for PSI: very low (PSI between 0-0.399), low (0.400-0.649), medium (0.65-

0.749), and high (0.75-1).  As described above, logistic regression was used to estimate odds 

ratios (OR) for whether individual PSI bins differ in their distribution of case vs. control 

mutations. The reference bin for this analysis is the “very low” category (arbitrarily set to an OR

of 1).   

Exploring the impact of Cronos disruption on the case-control distribution

We had previously demonstrated that the position of the Titin internal promoter in the terminal I-

band coincided sharply with the position of mutations seen in end-stage DCM12.  I estimated the 

contribution of disruption of Cronos on the distribution of mutations by fitting a logistic

regression model with 2 predictors:  PSI, and whether it would disrupt Cronos.  As a parallel

analysis, I focused only on exons that are constitutive (PSI > 0.95).  The adjusted Cronos 

disruption odds ratio is illustrated graphically, both for the full protein (Figure 1B) and for the I-

band alone (Supplementary Figure 3).

Exploring the variation of TTN truncation variant distribution with amino acid position 

To understand how the distribution of TTN truncation variants varies along the length of the

protein, I divided the protein into bins of 2000 amino acids and plotted a histogram displaying

the number of mutations found for cases and controls in each bin (Figure 1C, 2).   I then fit a 

logistic regression model including amino acid bin and PSI as predictors.  The reference for the 

computation of odds ratios is the first amino acid bin, located at the N-terminus (i.e. amino acids

1-1999).  Two trends are obvious in this plot – an increase in OR at the position of Cronos and a 

drop at the distal C-terminus.

Estimating the relative contributions of individual predictors

The logistic regression analyses described here focus on the extent to which characteristics of a 

egression model with 2 predictors:  PSI, and whether d it would disrupt Cronos.  AsAsAs aa papaparararallllllelelel

analysy isis,,, I focuc seedd only d on exons that are constituttivive (PSI > 0.95).  Thee ada justed Cronosd
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babaandndd alone (Suppppllemeeentttary FFiFigugug re 333).))
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protein variant can help distinguish whether it has arisen from a case or a control population.   

Odds ratios derived from these analyses estimate the influence of a unit increase in a given

predictor on this discriminating ability, assuming all other predictors are fixed. The concept of a 

unit increase is not straightforward to interpret across categories measured on different scales. In

such cases, it can be helpful to “standardize” predictors by dividing each value by the standard

deviation for that predictor across the sample. The interpretation is then the impact on odds for a 

standard unit change, which is more readily interpretable. This becomes important when

answering questions such as “does variation in alternative splicing matter more than whether

Cronos is disrupted?”. To give another example, although the odds ratio of case vs. control 

status for variants mapping to the extreme C-terminus may be very low, if there are very few

controls observed with these mutations, the overall contribution of this predictor to the 

distribution of mutations may not be substantial.   

 Cronos disruption and C-term mutation location are categorical variables with only one 

level and are encoded as dummy variables with 2 integer values (0 and 1). One can thus compute 

a mean and standard deviation for each of these dummy variables and standardize accordingly.  I 

treated PSI as a continuous variable for this analysis. I then repeated the logistic regression

analysis and plotted the resulting odds ratios in a caterpillar plot (Figure 3).

Analysis of Model Performance

I next focused on assessing the performance of a model to evaluate how well the identified

characteristics distinguish whether a truncation variant was found in cases vs. controls.  This 

analysis was again performed using only carriers of TTN truncations.  To assess the performance

of a model for assessing case vs. control status based on input predictors, I used an area under the 

receiver operating characteristic curve (AUROC) analysis with the help of the ROCR package.

tatus for variants mapping to the extreme C-terminus may be y very low, if there aarareee vererery y y fefefewww

controlsls oobsererved d with these mutations, the overallll ccontribution of this pppreredictor to the 
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Predictors in the logistic model were those identified above in univariate analysis: four PSI

groupings (very low, low, medium and high), whether the Cronos isoform is disrupted, and

whether the mutation resides in the distal 1899 amino acids.   I first divided data into training and

test sets corresponding to 2/3 and 1/3 of the data20. Coefficients for the final fitted model for

variant classification were derived using the training data set and the AUROC computed on the 

test set. To deal with sampling variation in defining training and test data, this process was

repeated 100 times (including fitting a new model on the training data and evaluating it on the 

test data) and the AUROC averaged (see figure 4 for representative plot as well as a distribution

of AUROC values in the simulation). 

 I explored the sensitivity of the model to different PSI groupings, PSI as a continuous 

variable, different threshold definitions of the distal C-terminus, and treatment of the distal C-

terminus as a continuous variable, allowing risk to vary linearly with amino acid number past

some threshold (i.e. a “knot” in a piecewise regression).  None of these approaches improved the 

AUROC, at least within the limits of the available data.  

Truncation Variant Categories

Values of the discrete predictors (Cronos disruption, whether the distal C-terminus is mutated,

and very low-low-medium-high splicing classes) were used to classify previously reported TTN

truncations into 6 groups.  Although these three predictors would yield 16 possible groups, only 

6 of these had more than one individual.  For each of these, a tally of the number of variants

observed in DCM cases and controls was performed, and a disease odds ratio (and 95% 

confidence interval) estimated from a 2x2 contingency table assuming 1714 cases and 69,210 

controls.  The null hypothesis, evaluated with a 2-sided Fisher’s Exact Test, was that

membership in a given bin did not affect the odds of having a diagnosis of DCM. The referent

I explored the d sensitivity of the modely to different PSI groupings, PSI as aaa cccononontititinununuouououss

variablele,,, difffere enntt threshold definitions of the distalal C-terminus, and treaatmtment of the distal C-
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category for each comparison was the set of all individuals without a TTN truncation mutation in

the exons defined by that bin.  This included individuals with no TTN truncations as well as

those with TTN truncations in other categories of exons. 

Because I do not have access to individual data, I cannot exclude that there are

(cryptically) related individuals within some of these cohorts, or whether the sequencing depth

and variant calling across the protein, which was done at many different centers, was uniform.  

Such sources of error could impact the odds ratios.

All data were plotted using the ggplot2 package21.

Results

After compiling TTN truncation variant data from DCM patients and population controls, I fit a 

series of simple logistic regression model with the goal of explaining the distribution of 

truncating variants. Initial features included a quantitative estimate of exon inclusion in the 

heart (percent spliced in or PSI), whether the Cronos protein product is disrupted, and mutation

position (in 2000 amino acid bins).  Focusing first on splicing, I found (controlling for whether

Cronos is disrupted) a steady but non-linear increase in risk of mutations being found in cases

rather than controls, with very low (PSI = 0-0.399), low (0.4-0.649), medium (0.65-749) and

high (0.75-1.00) risk bins (Figure 1A).  Although a relationship between PSI and case/control

status had previously been demonstrated9, the much larger sample size looked at here allows

more precise estimation of risk with PSI variation allowing this data-driven grouping of exons 

into discrete bins (note that the “very low” class has been arbitrarily chosen as the reference, and

thus has an OR of 1).   Next focusing on Cronos and restricting my analysis to constitutive exons 

(PSI >0.95) or controlling for PSI as a continuous variable, I found that mutations that further

disrupt Cronos in addition to the full-length transcript were 3.2 times more likely to be found in

Results

After compiling TTN truncation variant data from DCM patients and population controls, I d fit a 

eeerririeees of simmmppple logistic regrgg ession model with the gggoal of explaininininngng the distribution of 

rrrununncating variannntsss. Innniitial ffefeaaatures incccluuudeddd aaa quananantitatititiveveve esesstimmattete of eeexonon innnclusiononon innn tttheh  

heart (p(p(pererercecent spsplililiceceddd iiin oor PSIII)),), whwhetheerrr ttthhehe rrr CCCrononosos pprorooteteteinin ppprodudud ctctct is dddiiisruruptededed, ana d mumuttatatititionon
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cases than controls (p=3x10-8, Figure 1B).  This result persisted even when focusing solely upon 

the I-band region (odds ratio 4.8, p=0.006, Supplementary Figure 2).

 I next looked to see whether there were any additional factors, beyond these two that

could explain case-control mutation distribution.  Controlling for PSI, I found two shifts in risk

profile one involving elevated risk at the position of Cronos (Figure 1C, dashed line), and

another involving a drop in risk with mutations in the C-terminal 1992 amino acids (i.e. starting

at amino acid 34,000).  Although the cause of this latter effect is unclear, it is most likely

consistent with the observation that distal C-terminal homozygote truncation mutants still

demonstrate Titin protein incorporation in the sarcomere, as has been observed both in a mouse 

model22 and in multiple human patients4. Presumably these mutations evade nonsense-mediated

decay and allow production of a stable truncated protein.  Examining the distribution of 

mutations in patients and controls reveals a relatively smooth increase in mutation frequency in

these terminal 1992 amino acids as one moves towards the C-terminus and a corresponding drop 

in mutation frequency in cases (Figure 2). This region would correspond approximately to the 

terminal 5 exons of the Titin ENST00000589042 transcript and a portion of the 6th (MEX-1 

exon).  If the boundary is moved a little more downstream at amino acid 34,094 (i.e. terminal

1899 amino acids), we would completely spare the Titin kinase domain, which is preserved in

the only described homozygote TTN truncation mutant patients4 and causes early lethality when

deleted in mice23,24. Although the sparsity of mutation data does not allow pinpointing the exact

position of this C-terminal boundary, it seemed sensible to use this position, which both fit the 

data well and has a reasonable biological basis. 

To assess the relative contribution of these three factors, I standardized them and assessed

the additional risk as a function of a one standard deviation increase in each predictor25.

model22 and in multiple human patients4. Presumably these mutations evade nonnnseeennsn e-e-e-mememedididiatated
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Increased exon inclusion had the greatest risk of predicting case vs. control status, with a 3.1-fold

increase in risk per standard unit change (p=3x10-9), followed by the effect of not disrupting the 

C-terminus (p=2x10-11), at 2.2-fold increased risk per standard unit and the effect of disrupting 

Cronos (p=2x10-10) at 1.9-fold (Figure 3).  Collectively a model incorporating all three of these

was able to classify TTN mutations as belonging to cases vs. controls with an AUROC of 0.81 

(Figure 4A, B).  I explored the sensitivity of the performance to changes in definition of the 

distal C-terminus (e.g. C-terminal 2500 amino acids, 2000 amino acids, 1500 amino acids) and

also allowed a continuous linear variation in risk but found no clear improvement in the model.  I 

also modeled PSI as a continuous variable, but again saw no improvement in AUROC.

Given that these predictors are discrete (e.g. disrupt Cronos or not), I next classified

patients into 6 groups (Table 1) according to mutually exclusive combinations of predictor 

values. The highest risk groups, which involved exons with high transcript inclusion, Cronos

disruption, and no involvement of the distal C-terminus, had the highest odds ratio for disease, at

43-fold increased risk.  Importantly, all 30 previously reported families with segregation of 

mutation with disease1,3,5-7, and 31 of 32 previously described end-stage DCM cases9 mapped to

this patient class (Supplementary Figure 4).  Additional variant classes showed elevated odds 

ratios of mapping to a case rather than a control (e.g. high PSI, no Cronos involvement, odds 

ratio 12), but had, to our knowledge, no prior published evidence of segregation or end-stage

disease. Given their low odds ratios, it is unlikely that TTN truncation variants impacting

predicted lower-risk exons (i.e. non group I) will show convincing disease segregation in any

kindreds but I would anticipate that as more and more DCM patients are sequenced, some 

variants in end-stage DCM will map to these exons, either by chance or perhaps in conjunction 

with other genetic or environmental risk factors.

Given that these predictors are discrete (e.g. disrupt Cronos or not), I nextxtxt clclclassssisisifififiededed
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To assist in clinical variant interpretation, I have compiled a categorization of TTN exons 

for the 5 major isoforms (RefSeq and Ensembl identifiers) at

http://cvri.ucsf.edu/~deo/TTNtruncationvariant.html. 

Conclusion 

I derive two main conclusions from this work.   The first conclusion is the need for quantitative

models for variant classification in complex situations such as this one and the resulting

importance of large human datasets for building these, thus allowing careful model calibration

and sensitivity analyses. Patterns such as the drop in disease risk with mutations in the distal C-

terminus were not obvious from analyses of smaller sample sizes5,9.  Moreover, precise estimates

of odds ratios for variant classes would not be possible without the tens of thousands of 

individuals considered here.  

The second conclusion is the realization that even with this multifactorial model, there is

a lack of determinism with predicting outcomes of even the highest risk class of Titin

truncations.  Although nearly 80% of DCM cases map to this region, so do 22% of controls. The

most obvious explanation is that many of these controls may develop disease with age, a 

motivating factor for our prior work sequencing senior athletes12. Nonetheless, there may be

other modulating factors at play7,26,27, and identification of these, if possible, will be needed to

build even more accurate models.   

This work differs from prior studies categorizing TTN truncating variants9,28 in its

primary focus on building a quantitative classification model for clinical use.  This required, in

part, explicitly including knowledge of the position of the Cronos promoter in this analysis as

well as the use of data-driven grouping of exons based on the extent of alternative splicing.

Importantly, quantitative estimates were made for all splicing classes, rather than restricting to a 

erminus were not obvious from analyses of smaller sample sizes5,9.  Moreover, prprprecececisisiseee esesestititimamamates

of odds ratios for variant r classes would not be possible without the tens of thousandds of 
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subset of exons with high inclusion.  Sensitivity analyses and exploration of alternative models 

were important to derive confidence in the final patient classification and standardized predictors 

were used to measure relative importance of different inputs.  This approach also differs in our 

prioritization of biologic information (Cronos isoform, kinase domain) to guide interpretation of 

mutation patterns rather than electron micrograph-based divisions (e.g. A-band), as the former

would be expected to provide more robust models with lasting predicting value.    Finally, this

work is, to my knowledge, the first that emphasizes the decrease in risk seen with variants in the 

distal C-terminus, which has an established biological basis22 as well as clear relevance for the

prediction of pathogenicity. In terms of future improvements, model accuracy will further

increase with larger sample size, knowledge of which individuals, if any, are related, and

identification of any genotyping error.  I acknowledge that such factors, especially variability in

genotype calling sensitivity and specificity across studies, would impact the final odds ratios.

However, these should not impact any of the primary conclusions of this manuscript. 

This work also highlights the challenges of how to counsel patients with mutations with

more modest odds ratios of disease, such as those seen in groups II – IV, which have failed to

show familial segregation or progress to end stage disease in most cases. These odds ratios

would be more in keeping with a multifactorial model for disease and are consistent with those 

of other familial disorders, such as some inherited NOD mutations in inflammatory bowel

disease29, or a low frequency variant in the MODY-3 (maturity onset-diabetes of the young) gene 

HNF1A with type 2 diabetes30.  Although such profiles of risk fall short of certainty, they are still

stronger than many of the non-genetic risk factors routinely used in clinical decision-making

(particularly Group II) and so warrant careful integration into clinical practice.  
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Table 1: Titin truncation variants can be categorized into discrete bins on the basis of alternative splicing (very low, low, middle,
high PSI values), whether the Cronos isoform is disrupted, and whether the variant falls within the distal C-terminal region (last 1899 
amino acids, immediately downstream of the Titin kinase domain). For each class, the percentage of DCM and control cases are
observed, and an overall odds ratio of disease is computed assuming 1714 cases vs. 69,210 controls.  30 previously published 
families1,3,5-7 with segregation of DCM with Titin truncation mutations map to the highest risk class, as do 31 of 32 patients with end-
stage DCM9.

Variant 
Category 

PSI
Class

Impact on 
Cronos
Isoform

Located in
distal C-
terminus

% of TTN DCM
mutations (% of all

DCM patients)

% of TTN CTL
mutations

(% of all CTLs)

Disease Odds Ratio
(95% CI, p-value)

Families
with

Segregation 

End-Stage 
DCM

I High Disrupts No 76 (11) 22 (0.28) 43
(35-53, 3.0x10-195) 30 31

II High Does not 
disrupt No 15 (2.2) 15 (0.19) 12

(8.1-18, 8.8x10-26) 0 0

III Medium Does not 
disrupt No 2.0 (0.29) 8.3 (0.11) 2.7

(0.9-6.7, 0.043) 0 0

IV High Disrupts Yes 2.8 (0.41) 11.5 (0.15) 2.8
(1.1-5.9, 0.018) 0 1

V Low Does not 
disrupt No 0.81 (0.12) 6.1 (0.08) 1.5

(0.2-5.6, 0.40) 0 0

VI Very
low 

Does not 
disrupt No 3.2 (0.47) 38 (0.49) 1.0

(0.4-1.9, 1.0) 0 0

riant 
egory 

PSI
Class

p
Cronos
Isoform

distal C-
terminus

mutations (% of all
DCM patients)

mutations
(% of all CTLs)

Disease Odds Ratio
(95% CI, p-value)e)) wiwiwiththth

Seeegrgrgregegegatatatioioion n

En

I HiHiHighghgh DDiDissrsrupts No 76 (11) 22 (0.28) 4344
(35-53,33 333.0x10-195) 30

IIII High DDDoeees nott 
dddisssrupt Nooo 15 (((2.2) 155 (((0.0.0.191919) 1112

(8.1-188, 8.88xx1x1000-26) 0

III Medium Does nnototot 
disrupupuptt NoNoNo 2.2.00 (0(0.2.29)9)) 8.8.33 (0(00.1.1.11)1)1  2.7

(0(0(0.9.99-6-6-6.7.7.7,, 0.0.0.04040 3) 0

IVIV HiHighgh DiDisrsrupuptsts YeYess 22 88 (0(0 441)1) 1111 55 ((00 1515)) 2.8 00
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Figure Legends: 

Figure 1: Analysis of Titin truncation variant data from 1714 DCM cases and 69,210 controls 

reveals three primary determinants of mutation distribution.  (A) The odds that mutations are

found in cases vs. controls increases with PSI. Odds ratios were computed with logistic

regression models, controlling for whether the Cronos isoform is disrupted.   (B) Within

constitutive exons (PSI > 0.95), there is a 3.1-fold increased odds of mutations being found in

cases vs. controls for mutations that disrupt the Cronos isoform (p=8x10-8).  (C)  Analysis of 

odds ratios across bins of 2000 amino acids from N- to C-terminus reveals two primary sources 

of variation:  an increase in risk for mutations that disrupt Cronos (shown by position of dotted 

line) and a sharp drop in risk for those affecting the distal C-terminus. For all plots, error bars,

when shown, correspond to the standard error.

Figure 2: Distribution of TTN truncation variants in bins of amino acids from N- to C-terminus

in the (A) DCM and (B) population control (CTL) groups. A smooth increase in number of 

variants is seen at the distal C-terminus in the control group, whereas a corresponding drop is

seen in the DCM group.  Each bin corresponds to 1000 amino acids for the DCM plot and 500 

amino acids for the control plot. 

Figure 3:  Comparison of three variance components reveals their relative contribution to the 

observed distribution of TTN truncation variants.  By plotting the increase in odds that a 

truncating variant is found in cases vs. controls per one standard unit change for different

predictors, one can perform an approximate relative comparison of variable importance.

of variation:  an increase in risk for mutations that disrupt Cronos (shown by posssiititioioion ofofof dddototottetet ddd 

ine) annd a d shhara ppp ddrop in risk for those r affecting thhee distal C-terminus. FoFor all plots, error bars,

wwwheeen shown, cocoorrrrrresee popopondndnd tototo thehee stststananandadaardrdrd errrorororrr.
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Figure 4: Receiver operating characteristic curve for ability to discriminate mutations as

belonging to cases or controls using three predictors shown in Figure 3.  A model was derived

from a “training set” corresponding to 2/3 of the data, and then evaluated on a “test set” of the

remaining data. (A)  Representative plot.  (B)  Distribution of AUROC values in 100 

simulations.
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Supplemental Material 



Supplementary Figure Legends 

 
Supplementary Figure 1:  Source of variants used in this study for DCM Cases (A) and 
Population Controls (B).   

 
 
Supplementary Figure 2: TTN truncation mutations in DCM cases are shifted towards 

higher PSI values.   Scatter plots depicting PSI values for exons with truncation mutations seen 

in DCM and control cohorts.   PSI values were estimated from 10 RNA-Seq data sets from human 

heart tissue.  Horizontal jittering was applied to the data to facilitate visualization. 

 

Supplementary Figure 3:  The effect of Cronos disruption on truncation variant distribution 

is also seen within the I-band itself.   Within constitutive exons (PSI > 0.95) in the I-band, there 

is also a 4.8-fold increased odds of truncation variants being found in cases vs. controls for those 

that disrupt the Cronos isoform (p=0.006).   

 

Supplementary Figure 4:  All previously reported TTN truncations with segregation in 

families and 31 of 32 mutations in end-stage DCM map to the Group I region, flanked by 

the Cronos position (dashed line) and the TTN kinase domain.  Schematic revealing domain 

organization of the TTN protein (Ensembl Transcript ID ENST00000589042) as well as the 

position of TTN truncations demonstrating segregation in families and/or resulting in end-stage 

DCM.   

 

Supplementary File 1:  R Markdown file describing all analyses and including embedded 

figures. 
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TTN Case Control Analysis
The input data consists of lists of TTN truncation variants/mutations of participations in different studies.
I do not have individual level data, only the number of individuals in the study. For the control cohorts
the number of alleles observed is provided (i.e the number of individuals with the same variant). The same
is provided for Akinrinade et al. Roberts et al and Herman et al list the mutation data alongside the
participant ID for every person with a TTN truncation variant. Haas et al only lists the variants, but no
allele information.

Some description of individual cohorts is provided:

1. Akinrinade: 145 unrelated DCM patients of Finnish origin
2. Haas: 639 patients with sporadic or proven familial DCM enrolled in 8 different clinical centers; unknown

if they are unrelated; mutations are listed but number of alleles observed is not.
3. Roberts et al: 374 unrelated idiopathic DCM cases from RBHT hospital; 155 randomly selected

end-stage DCM; 163 referred to familial DCM program (unclear if any are related by chance).
4. Herman et al: 92 individuals with DCM from BWH genetics clinic; 71 individuals from UK clinics; 149

individuals with DCM recruited from Italy or Colorado; no explicit mention of related individuals
5. EVS: 6000 individuals, most likely unrelated
6. EXaC: 60,706 individuals, all unrelated
7. 1000 Genomes: 2504 individuals, all unrelated

rm(list=ls())
library(ggplot2)

## Warning: package 'ggplot2' was built under R version 3.2.4

setwd("/Users/rahuldeo/Dropbox/TTNspl/analysis")
akinrinade <- read.delim("akinrinade_TTN_clean_formatted_psiclean.txt", stringsAsFactors = FALSE)
G1000 <- read.delim("1000G_TTN_snpEff_deleterious_formatted_psiclean.txt", stringsAsFactors = FALSE)
ExAC <- read.delim("ExAC_TTN_deleterious_formatted_psiclean.txt", stringsAsFactors = FALSE)
EVS <- read.delim("EVS_variant_download_GeneName_TTN_deleterious_formatted_psiclean.txt", stringsAsFactors = FALSE)
haas <- read.delim("haas_supplement_refseq_all_newcdna_clean_formatted_psiclean.txt", stringsAsFactors = FALSE)
herman.ptc <- read.delim("herman_table6_raw_manual_newcdna_clean_formatted_psiclean.txt", stringsAsFactors = FALSE)
herman.spl<- read.delim("herman_table7_raw_manual_newcdna_clean_formatted_psiclean.txt", stringsAsFactors = FALSE)
roberts.rep <- read.delim("roberts_replication_raw_newcdna_formatted_psiclean.txt", stringsAsFactors = FALSE)
roberts.disc <- read.delim("roberts_ukdiscovery_raw_newcdna_formatted_psiclean.txt", stringsAsFactors = FALSE)
roberts.endstage <- read.delim("roberts_endstagedcm_raw_newcdna_formatted_psiclean.txt", stringsAsFactors = FALSE)

#look for individuals with shared mutations; there was no active recruitment of families for this study so we can assume they are unrelated

table(herman.ptc$cDNA_IC)[table(herman.ptc$cDNA_IC)>1]

## named integer(0)

table(herman.spl$cDNA_IC)[table(herman.spl$cDNA_IC)>1]

## named integer(0)
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table(roberts.rep$cDNA_IC)[table(roberts.rep$cDNA_IC)>1]

##
## c.76115dupA c.78991C>T
## 2 2

table(roberts.disc$cDNA_IC)[table(roberts.disc$cDNA_IC)>1]

##
## c.50170C>T c.55525_55531delGACAGGA c.81262_81269delCAGATGCT
## 3 2 2

table(roberts.endstage$cDNA_IC)[table(roberts.endstage$cDNA_IC)>1]

## c.100445C>A
## 2

roberts.rep[(roberts.rep$cDNA_IC) %in% names(table(roberts.rep$cDNA_IC)[table(roberts.rep$cDNA_IC)>1]),]

## CHR POSITION annotation exon_IC cDNA_IC prot_IC AA_IC
## 20 2 179434743 Frameshift NA c.76115dupA p.Asn25372fs 25372
## 21 2 179434743 Frameshift NA c.76115dupA p.Asn25372fs 25372
## 23 2 179431868 Nonsense NA c.78991C>T p.Arg26331* 26331
## 24 2 179431868 Nonsense NA c.78991C>T p.Arg26331* 26331
## exon_Novex cDNA_Novex prot_Novex AA_Novex alleles aa_map psi
## 20 NA NA NA NA 1 25372 0.9890924
## 21 NA NA NA NA 1 25372 0.9890924
## 23 NA NA NA NA 1 26331 0.9890924
## 24 NA NA NA NA 1 26331 0.9890924
## domain
## 20 A-band
## 21 A-band
## 23 A-band
## 24 A-band

roberts.disc[(roberts.disc$cDNA_IC) %in% names(table(roberts.disc$cDNA_IC)[table(roberts.disc$cDNA_IC)>1]),]

## CHR POSITION annotation exon_IC cDNA_IC
## 8 2 179429597 Frameshift NA c.81262_81269delCAGATGCT
## 9 2 179429597 Frameshift NA c.81262_81269delCAGATGCT
## 41 2 179477082 Nonsense NA c.50170C>T
## 42 2 179477082 Nonsense NA c.50170C>T
## 43 2 179477082 Nonsense NA c.50170C>T
## 48 2 179466199 Frameshift NA c.55525_55531delGACAGGA
## 49 2 179466199 Frameshift NA c.55525_55531delGACAGGA
## prot_IC AA_IC exon_Novex cDNA_Novex prot_Novex AA_Novex
## 8 p.Gln27088CysfsX5 27088 NA NA NA NA
## 9 p.Gln27088CysfsX5 27088 NA NA NA NA
## 41 p.Arg16724X 16724 NA NA NA NA
## 42 p.Arg16724X 16724 NA NA NA NA
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## 43 p.Arg16724X 16724 NA NA NA NA
## 48 p.Asp18509SerfsX29 18509 NA NA NA NA
## 49 p.Asp18509SerfsX29 18509 NA NA NA NA
## alleles aa_map psi domain
## 8 1 27088 0.9890924 A-band
## 9 1 27088 0.9890924 A-band
## 41 1 16724 1.0000000 A-band
## 42 1 16724 1.0000000 A-band
## 43 1 16724 1.0000000 A-band
## 48 1 18509 1.0000000 A-band
## 49 1 18509 1.0000000 A-band

roberts.endstage[(roberts.endstage$cDNA_IC) %in% names(table(roberts.endstage$cDNA_IC)[table(roberts.endstage$cDNA_IC)>1]),]

## CHR POSITION annotation exon_IC cDNA_IC prot_IC AA_IC
## 28 2 179401029 Nonsense NA c.100445C>A p.S33482* 33482
## 29 2 179401029 Nonsense NA c.100445C>A p.Ser33482* 33482
## exon_Novex cDNA_Novex prot_Novex AA_Novex alleles aa_map psi
## 28 NA NA NA NA 1 33482 0.9927025
## 29 NA NA NA NA 1 33482 0.9927025
## domain
## 28 A-band
## 29 A-band

#look for missing values for PSI

G1000[is.na(G1000$psi),]

## [1] CHR POSITION snpEff exon_IC cDNA_IC prot_IC
## [7] AA_IC exon_Novex cDNA_Novex prot_Novex AA_Novex alleles
## [13] aa_map psi domain
## <0 rows> (or 0-length row.names)

EVS[is.na(EVS$psi),]

## [1] CHR POSITION annotation exon_IC cDNA_IC prot_IC
## [7] AA_IC exon_Novex cDNA_Novex prot_Novex AA_Novex alleles
## [13] aa_map psi domain
## <0 rows> (or 0-length row.names)

ExAC[is.na(ExAC$psi),]

## CHR POSITION annotation exon_IC cDNA_IC prot_IC
## 11 2 179394966 splice donor NA c.106374+1delG
## 212 2 179532167 splice donor NA c.35713+1_35713+2delGTinsT
## 213 2 179532167 splice donor NA c.35713+1_35713+2delGTinsGC
## AA_IC exon_Novex cDNA_Novex prot_Novex AA_Novex alleles aa_map psi
## 11 35458 NA NA NA NA 1 35458 NA
## 212 11904 NA NA NA NA 4 11904 NA
## 213 11904 NA NA NA NA 1 11904 NA
## domain
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## 11 M-line
## 212 I-band
## 213 I-band

haas[is.na(haas$psi),]

## [1] CHR POSITION annotation exon_IC cDNA_IC prot_IC
## [7] AA_IC exon_Novex cDNA_Novex prot_Novex AA_Novex alleles
## [13] aa_map psi domain
## <0 rows> (or 0-length row.names)

akinrinade[is.na(akinrinade$psi),]

## CHR POSITION annotation exon_IC cDNA_IC prot_IC
## 11 2 179447666 frameshift NA c.65860_65863dupTTAG D21955VfsX21957
## AA_IC exon_Novex cDNA_Novex prot_Novex AA_Novex alleles aa_map psi
## 11 21955 NA NA NA NA 1 21955 NA
## domain
## 11 A-band

herman.spl[is.na(herman.spl$psi),]

## [1] CHR POSITION annotation exon_IC cDNA_IC prot_IC
## [7] AA_IC exon_Novex cDNA_Novex prot_Novex AA_Novex alleles
## [13] aa_map psi domain
## <0 rows> (or 0-length row.names)

herman.ptc[is.na(herman.ptc$psi),]

## [1] CHR POSITION annotation exon_IC cDNA_IC prot_IC
## [7] AA_IC exon_Novex cDNA_Novex prot_Novex AA_Novex alleles
## [13] aa_map psi domain
## <0 rows> (or 0-length row.names)

roberts.rep[is.na(roberts.rep$psi),]

## [1] CHR POSITION annotation exon_IC cDNA_IC prot_IC
## [7] AA_IC exon_Novex cDNA_Novex prot_Novex AA_Novex alleles
## [13] aa_map psi domain
## <0 rows> (or 0-length row.names)

roberts.disc[is.na(roberts.disc$psi),]

## [1] CHR POSITION annotation exon_IC cDNA_IC prot_IC
## [7] AA_IC exon_Novex cDNA_Novex prot_Novex AA_Novex alleles
## [13] aa_map psi domain
## <0 rows> (or 0-length row.names)
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roberts.endstage[is.na(roberts.endstage$psi),]

## [1] CHR POSITION annotation exon_IC cDNA_IC prot_IC
## [7] AA_IC exon_Novex cDNA_Novex prot_Novex AA_Novex alleles
## [13] aa_map psi domain
## <0 rows> (or 0-length row.names)

#correct by manual look-up
ExAC$psi[11] = 0.998
ExAC$psi[212] = 0.0012
ExAC$psi[213] = 0.0012
akinrinade$psi[11] = 1

#correct error of amino acid assignment
ExAC$aa_map[369] = 1044

Thus 7 patients in the Roberts manuscript appeared to share the same mutation as others in the same
sub-cohort. However, these may still be unrelated - and we will leave it as such.

Look for cross-duplicates b/w Herman and Roberts as Cohort B from Herman et al appears to overlap with
the Roberts

herman.all <- rbind.data.frame(herman.spl, herman.ptc)
roberts.all <- rbind.data.frame(roberts.rep, roberts.disc, roberts.endstage)

herman.all[herman.all$cDNA_IC %in% roberts.all$cDNA_IC,]

## CHR POSITION annotation exon_IC cDNA_IC prot_IC AA_IC
## 6 2 179457005 splice-acceptor NA c.59627-1G>A p.Asp19875 19875
## 8 2 179441649 splice-donor NA c.69412+1G>A p.Gly23137 23137
## 13 2 179401029 stop gained NA c.100445C>A S33482X 33482
## 15 2 179404286 stop gained NA c.98506C>T R32836X 32836
## 22 2 179413187 stop gained NA c.93166C>T R31056X 31056
## 25 2 179422457 stop gained NA c.87624C>A Y29208X 29208
## 37 2 179444429 stop gained NA c.67495C>T R22499X 22499
## 38 2 179452435 stop gained NA c.63601C>T R21201X 21201
## 40 2 179454957 stop gained NA c.61495C>T R20499X 20499
## 48 2 179471841 stop gained NA c.53488G>T G17830X 17830
## 51 2 179485012 stop gained NA c.46236C>A C15412X 15412
## exon_Novex cDNA_Novex prot_Novex AA_Novex alleles aa_map psi
## 6 NA NA NA NA 1 19875 1.0000000
## 8 NA NA NA NA 1 23137 1.0000000
## 13 NA NA NA NA 1 33482 0.9927025
## 15 NA NA NA NA 1 32836 0.9993624
## 22 NA NA NA NA 1 31056 0.9962754
## 25 NA NA NA NA 1 29208 0.9915163
## 37 NA NA NA NA 1 22499 1.0000000
## 38 NA NA NA NA 1 21201 1.0000000
## 40 NA NA NA NA 1 20499 1.0000000
## 48 NA NA NA NA 1 17830 1.0000000
## 51 NA NA NA NA 1 15412 1.0000000
## domain
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## 6 A-band
## 8 A-band
## 13 A-band
## 15 A-band
## 22 A-band
## 25 A-band
## 37 A-band
## 38 A-band
## 40 A-band
## 48 A-band
## 51 I-band

#confirmed that these have UK identifiers, number 40 does not

#check select overlap from manual examination of Herman et al supplement
roberts.all[roberts.all$POSITION == 179408239,]

## CHR POSITION annotation exon_IC cDNA_IC prot_IC AA_IC
## 104 2 179408239 Frameshift NA c.96460_96461insA p.T32154fs 32154
## exon_Novex cDNA_Novex prot_Novex AA_Novex alleles aa_map psi
## 104 NA NA NA NA 1 32154 0.9988934
## domain
## 104 A-band

roberts.all[roberts.all$POSITION == 179417723,]

## [1] CHR POSITION annotation exon_IC cDNA_IC prot_IC
## [7] AA_IC exon_Novex cDNA_Novex prot_Novex AA_Novex alleles
## [13] aa_map psi domain
## <0 rows> (or 0-length row.names)

roberts.all[roberts.all$POSITION == 179424398,]

## CHR POSITION annotation exon_IC cDNA_IC prot_IC AA_IC
## 99 2 179424398 Frameshift NA c.86459_86460delCT p.S28820fs 28820
## exon_Novex cDNA_Novex prot_Novex AA_Novex alleles aa_map psi
## 99 NA NA NA NA 1 28820 0.9890924
## domain
## 99 A-band

roberts.all[roberts.all$POSITION == 179440067,]

## CHR POSITION annotation exon_IC cDNA_IC prot_IC AA_IC
## 94 2 179440067 Frameshift NA c.70791_70791delA p.E23597fs 23597
## exon_Novex cDNA_Novex prot_Novex AA_Novex alleles aa_map psi
## 94 NA NA NA NA 1 23597 0.9890924
## domain
## 94 A-band
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roberts.all[roberts.all$POSITION == 179441015,]

## CHR POSITION annotation exon_IC cDNA_IC prot_IC AA_IC
## 93 2 179441015 Frameshift NA c.69843_69843delA p.K23281fs 23281
## exon_Novex cDNA_Novex prot_Novex AA_Novex alleles aa_map psi
## 93 NA NA NA NA 1 23281 0.9890924
## domain
## 93 A-band

roberts.all[roberts.all$POSITION == 179477004,]

## CHR POSITION annotation exon_IC cDNA_IC prot_IC AA_IC
## 85 2 179477004 Frameshift NA c.50247_50247delT p.F16749fs 16749
## exon_Novex cDNA_Novex prot_Novex AA_Novex alleles aa_map psi domain
## 85 NA NA NA NA 1 16749 1 A-band

roberts.all[roberts.all$POSITION == 179401029,]

## CHR POSITION annotation exon_IC cDNA_IC prot_IC AA_IC
## 108 2 179401029 Nonsense NA c.100445C>A p.S33482* 33482
## 109 2 179401029 Nonsense NA c.100445C>A p.Ser33482* 33482
## exon_Novex cDNA_Novex prot_Novex AA_Novex alleles aa_map psi
## 108 NA NA NA NA 1 33482 0.9927025
## 109 NA NA NA NA 1 33482 0.9927025
## domain
## 108 A-band
## 109 A-band

herman.all <- herman.all[-c(6,8,13,15,22,25,37,38,48,51),]
roberts.all <- roberts.all[-c(104,99,94,93,85,108,109),]

Combine DCM and CTL data sets. Expand the CTL and DCM data sets since there are multiple individuals
with the same variants.

## CHR POSITION annotation exon_IC cDNA_IC prot_IC
## 1 2 179419765 stop gained NA c.88421G>A W29474X
## 2 2 179423146 stop gained NA c.87040C>T R29014X
## 3 2 179430320 stop gained NA c.80539C>T Q26847X
## 4 2 179431415 frameshift NA c.79443delC C26482VfsX26497
## 5 2 179433665 stop gained NA c.77194C>T Q25732X
## 6 2 179434009 frameshift NA c.76849_76850insGT S25617VfsX25634
## AA_IC exon_Novex cDNA_Novex prot_Novex AA_Novex alleles aa_map psi
## 1 29474 NA NA NA NA 3 29474 0.9861176
## 2 29014 NA NA NA NA 1 29014 0.9898195
## 3 26847 NA NA NA NA 1 26847 0.9890924
## 4 26482 NA NA NA NA 1 26482 0.9890924
## 5 25732 NA NA NA NA 1 25732 0.9890924
## 6 25617 NA NA NA NA 2 25617 0.9890924
## domain status
## 1 A-band DCM
## 2 A-band DCM
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## 3 A-band DCM
## 4 A-band DCM
## 5 A-band DCM
## 6 A-band DCM

## CHR POSITION annotation exon_IC
## 1 2 179393000 splice_donor_variant&intron_variant 361/362
## 2 2 179393524 stop_gained 360/363
## 3 2 179400577 splice_acceptor_variant&intron_variant 357/362
## 4 2 179404241 stop_gained 352/363
## 5 2 179411199 stop_gained 342/363
## 6 2 179412199 stop_gained 339/363
## cDNA_IC prot_IC AA_IC exon_Novex cDNA_Novex prot_Novex
## 1 c.107377+1G>A 35792 NA NA NA
## 2 c.106954C>T p.Arg35652* 35652/35991 NA NA NA
## 3 c.100766-1G>T 33588 NA NA NA
## 4 c.98551C>T p.Arg32851* 32851/35991 NA NA NA
## 5 c.94859T>G p.Leu31620* 31620/35991 NA NA NA
## 6 c.94154C>G p.Ser31385* 31385/35991 NA NA NA
## AA_Novex alleles aa_map psi domain status
## 1 NA 1 35792 0.9999133 M-line CTL
## 2 NA 1 35652 0.9988036 M-line CTL
## 3 NA 1 33588 0.9983953 A-band CTL
## 4 NA 1 32851 0.9993624 A-band CTL
## 5 NA 1 31620 0.9985317 A-band CTL
## 6 NA 1 31385 0.9962754 A-band CTL

We are trying to understand what characteristics of mutations differentiate those found in cases vs. controls.
The response variable is whether the mutation is found in a case or a control. The predictors are characteristics
about each mutation. The number of individuals from which these mutations were derived is not important
for this analysis.

Look at the relationship of case and control status with degree of alternative splicing (PSI). We will also
generate factors for traditional divisions based on electron micrographs (e.g. A-band), and note the position
of the Cronos Isoform

DCM.CTL.all <- rbind.data.frame(CTL.all.rep, DCM.all.rep)

DCM.CTL.all$status <- factor(DCM.CTL.all$status, levels = c("CTL", "DCM"))
DCM.CTL.all$cronos <- DCM.CTL.all$aa_map > 14761
DCM.CTL.all$const <- DCM.CTL.all$psi > 0.95
DCM.CTL.all$domain <- factor(DCM.CTL.all$domain, levels =c("Z-disk","I-band","A-band", "M-line"))

p <- ggplot(DCM.CTL.all, aes(x = status, y = psi))
p <- p + geom_point(alpha = 0.5) + geom_jitter(width = 0.35)
p<-p +theme(axis.title.x = element_text(size = 20), axis.title.y = element_text(size = 20), axis.text.x = element_text(size = 18, angle = 0, hjust = 0.5), axis.text.y = element_text(size = 20))
p <- p + theme(panel.background = element_rect(fill = 'gray97'))
p <- p + xlab("Status") + ylab("PSI")
p
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ggsave("psi_variation_DCM_CTL.pdf")

## Saving 6.5 x 4.5 in image

Estimate odds ratios for individual PSI bins

DCM.CTL.all$psiexp <- rep(NA)
for (i in 1:nrow(DCM.CTL.all))
{

if (DCM.CTL.all$psi[i] < 0.4) {
DCM.CTL.all$psiexp[i] = 0

} else if (DCM.CTL.all$psi[i] <0.65) {
DCM.CTL.all$psiexp[i] = 1

} else if (DCM.CTL.all$psi[i] <0.75) {
DCM.CTL.all$psiexp[i] = 2

} else if (DCM.CTL.all$psi[i] <1.01) {
DCM.CTL.all$psiexp[i] = 3

} else {
DCM.CTL.all$psiexp[i] = 4

}
}

DCM.CTL.all$psiexp <- factor(DCM.CTL.all$psiexp)

#Look at the distribution of individuals in each bin
table(DCM.CTL.all$psiexp)
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##
## 0 1 2 3
## 344 57 80 662

model.psi <- glm(status ~ psi, family = binomial(link = "logit"), data = DCM.CTL.all)
summary(model.psi)

##
## Call:
## glm(formula = status ~ psi, family = binomial(link = "logit"),
## data = DCM.CTL.all)
##
## Deviance Residuals:
## Min 1Q Median 3Q Max
## -0.9171 -0.9154 -0.2523 -0.1580 2.9655
##
## Coefficients:
## Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)
## (Intercept) -4.3926 0.4000 -10.981 <2e-16 ***
## psi 3.7440 0.4192 8.931 <2e-16 ***
## ---
## Signif. codes: 0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1
##
## (Dispersion parameter for binomial family taken to be 1)
##
## Null deviance: 1193.1 on 1142 degrees of freedom
## Residual deviance: 1005.3 on 1141 degrees of freedom
## AIC: 1009.3
##
## Number of Fisher Scoring iterations: 6

model.psi.bin <- glm(status ~ psiexp, family = binomial(link = "logit"), data = DCM.CTL.all)
summary(model.psi.bin)

##
## Call:
## glm(formula = status ~ psiexp, family = binomial(link = "logit"),
## data = DCM.CTL.all)
##
## Deviance Residuals:
## Min 1Q Median 3Q Max
## -0.9290 -0.9290 -0.2169 -0.2169 2.7427
##
## Coefficients:
## Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)
## (Intercept) -3.7377 0.3577 -10.448 <2e-16 ***
## psiexp1 0.4235 0.8038 0.527 0.598
## psiexp2 1.0296 0.5842 1.762 0.078 .
## psiexp3 3.1206 0.3669 8.506 <2e-16 ***
## ---
## Signif. codes: 0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1
##
## (Dispersion parameter for binomial family taken to be 1)
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##
## Null deviance: 1193.12 on 1142 degrees of freedom
## Residual deviance: 988.32 on 1139 degrees of freedom
## AIC: 996.32
##
## Number of Fisher Scoring iterations: 6

psi.coeff <- c(0, model.psi.bin$coeff[2:4])
psi.se <- c(0, summary(model.psi.bin)$coeff[,2][2:4])
psinames <- c("0-0.399", "0.400-0.649", "0.650-0.749", "0.75-1.00")
psi.all <- cbind.data.frame(psinames, psi.coeff, psi.se)
limits <- aes(ymax = exp(psi.coeff) + exp(psi.se), ymin=exp(psi.coeff) - exp(psi.se))
dodge <- position_dodge(width=0.9)

p <- ggplot(psi.all, aes(x = psinames, y = exp(psi.coeff)))
p <- p + geom_bar(stat = "identity", fill = "steelblue") + ylab("Odds ratio") + xlab("PSI interval")
p <- p + geom_errorbar(limits, position = position_dodge(width=0.9), width = 0.25, color = "gray50")
p <- p + theme_bw() + scale_fill_brewer(type = "qual", palette = 1)
p<-p +theme(axis.title.x = element_text(size = 20), axis.title.y = element_text(size = 20), axis.text.x = element_text(size = 18, angle = 45, hjust = 1), axis.text.y = element_text(size = 20))
p <- p + theme(panel.background = element_rect(fill = 'gray97'))
p
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ggsave("comparison_of_DCM_vs_CTL_mutation_distribution_psi_bin_nocronosadj.pdf")

## Saving 6.5 x 4.5 in image
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Analysis of variation of Case-Control status with mutation position along the length of the protein.

Amino acids are grouped into bins of 2000 amino acids.

DCM.CTL.all$aabin <- rep(NA)

for (i in 1:nrow(DCM.CTL.all))
{

DCM.CTL.all$aabin[i] = floor(DCM.CTL.all$aa_map[i]/2000)
}

DCM.CTL.all$aabin <- factor(DCM.CTL.all$aabin)

p <- ggplot(DCM.CTL.all[DCM.CTL.all$status=="DCM",], aes(x = aa_map))
p <- p + geom_histogram(fill = "cadet blue", bins=35, colour = "white") + ylab("Number of Mutations (DCM)") + xlab("Amino acid bins")
p <- p + theme_bw() + scale_fill_brewer(type = "qual", palette = 1)
p<-p +theme(axis.title.x = element_text(size = 20), axis.title.y = element_text(size = 20), axis.text.x = element_text(size = 18, angle = 0, hjust = 0.5), axis.text.y = element_text(size = 20))
p <- p + theme(panel.background = element_rect(fill = 'gray97'))
p
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ggsave("histogram_distribution_mutations_DCM.pdf")

## Saving 6.5 x 4.5 in image
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p <- ggplot(DCM.CTL.all[DCM.CTL.all$status=="CTL",], aes(x = aa_map))
p <- p + geom_histogram(fill = "plum4", bins=70, colour = "white") + ylab("Number of Mutations (CTL)") + xlab("Amino acid bins")
p <- p + theme_bw() + scale_fill_brewer(type = "qual", palette = 1)
p<-p +theme(axis.title.x = element_text(size = 20), axis.title.y = element_text(size = 20), axis.text.x = element_text(size = 18, angle = 0, hjust = 0.5), axis.text.y = element_text(size = 20))
p <- p + theme(panel.background = element_rect(fill = 'gray97'))
p
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ggsave("histogram_distribution_mutations_CTL.pdf")

## Saving 6.5 x 4.5 in image

Plot odds ratios for individual bins

model.aabin <- glm(status ~ psi + aabin, family = binomial(link = "logit"), data = DCM.CTL.all)
summary(model.aabin)

##
## Call:
## glm(formula = status ~ psi + aabin, family = binomial(link = "logit"),
## data = DCM.CTL.all)
##
## Deviance Residuals:
## Min 1Q Median 3Q Max
## -1.3664 -0.5337 -0.2511 -0.1816 3.1097
##
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## Coefficients:
## Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)
## (Intercept) -3.3319 0.5807 -5.738 9.58e-09 ***
## psi 2.2873 0.5181 4.415 1.01e-05 ***
## aabin1 -0.8321 0.4696 -1.772 0.076420 .
## aabin2 0.5218 0.5168 1.010 0.312657
## aabin3 -0.6626 1.1219 -0.591 0.554804
## aabin4 -1.6894 0.8023 -2.106 0.035228 *
## aabin5 -0.4096 0.5428 -0.755 0.450495
## aabin6 -0.7559 0.6274 -1.205 0.228298
## aabin7 0.7287 0.4451 1.637 0.101570
## aabin8 1.2190 0.4361 2.795 0.005185 **
## aabin9 0.5521 0.4192 1.317 0.187861
## aabin10 0.9933 0.4530 2.193 0.028312 *
## aabin11 0.8729 0.4739 1.842 0.065516 .
## aabin12 1.3950 0.4844 2.880 0.003982 **
## aabin13 0.7559 0.4397 1.719 0.085561 .
## aabin14 1.4920 0.4467 3.340 0.000837 ***
## aabin15 1.2877 0.4709 2.735 0.006245 **
## aabin16 0.6422 0.4913 1.307 0.191167
## aabin17 -1.6697 0.5048 -3.308 0.000940 ***
## ---
## Signif. codes: 0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1
##
## (Dispersion parameter for binomial family taken to be 1)
##
## Null deviance: 1193.12 on 1142 degrees of freedom
## Residual deviance: 879.13 on 1124 degrees of freedom
## AIC: 917.13
##
## Number of Fisher Scoring iterations: 6

aa.coeff <- c(0, model.aabin$coeff[3:19])
aa.se <- c(0, summary(model.aabin)$coeff[,2][3:19])
aanames <- c("1-1999",

"2000-3999",
"4000-5999",
"6000-7999",
"8000-9999",
"10000-11999",
"12000-13999",
"14000-15999",
"16000-17999",
"18000-19999",
"20000-21999",
"22000-23999",
"24000-25999",
"26000-27999",
"28000-29999",
"30000-31999",
"32000-33999",
"34000-end")

aa.all <- cbind.data.frame(aanames, aa.coeff, aa.se)
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aa.all$aanames <- factor(aa.all$aanames, levels = aanames)
limits <- aes(ymax = exp(aa.coeff) + exp(aa.se), ymin=exp(aa.coeff) - exp(aa.se))
dodge <- position_dodge(width=0.9)

p <- ggplot(aa.all, aes(x = aanames, y = exp(aa.coeff)))
p <- p + geom_bar(stat = "identity", fill = "steelblue") + ylab("Odds ratio (adjusted for splicing)") + xlab("Amino acid interval")
p <- p + theme_bw() + scale_fill_brewer(type = "qual", palette = 1)
p<-p +theme(axis.title.x = element_text(size = 18), axis.title.y = element_text(size = 18), axis.text.x = element_text(size = 18, angle = 45, hjust = 1), axis.text.y = element_text(size = 18))
p <- p + theme(panel.background = element_rect(fill = 'gray97'))
p
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ggsave("comparison_of_case_vs_control_mutation_distribution_2000aa_position_bin_noSE.pdf")

## Saving 6.5 x 4.5 in image

Plot for variation across electron micrograph defined bins, adjusted for splicing

model.em <- glm(status ~ domain + psiexp, family = binomial(link = "logit"), data = DCM.CTL.all)
summary(model.em)

##
## Call:
## glm(formula = status ~ domain + psiexp, family = binomial(link = "logit"),
## data = DCM.CTL.all)
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##
## Deviance Residuals:
## Min 1Q Median 3Q Max
## -1.1146 -0.8057 -0.2169 -0.2169 2.7427
##
## Coefficients:
## Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)
## (Intercept) -4.6780 0.5955 -7.855 3.99e-15 ***
## domainI-band 0.9403 0.4761 1.975 0.0483 *
## domainA-band 1.7494 0.4488 3.898 9.70e-05 ***
## domainM-line -1.3592 0.7332 -1.854 0.0638 .
## psiexp1 0.5268 0.8052 0.654 0.5129
## psiexp2 1.0296 0.5842 1.762 0.0780 .
## psiexp3 2.7791 0.4063 6.841 7.89e-12 ***
## ---
## Signif. codes: 0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1
##
## (Dispersion parameter for binomial family taken to be 1)
##
## Null deviance: 1193.12 on 1142 degrees of freedom
## Residual deviance: 904.29 on 1136 degrees of freedom
## AIC: 918.29
##
## Number of Fisher Scoring iterations: 6

dom.coeff <- c(0, model.em$coeff[2:4])
dom.se <- c(log(0), summary(model.em)$coeff[,2][2:4])
domnames <- c("Z-disk","I-band","A-band","M-line")
dom.all <- cbind.data.frame(domnames, dom.coeff, dom.se)
dom.all$domnames <- factor(dom.all$domnames, levels = domnames)
limits <- aes(ymax = exp(dom.coeff) + exp(dom.se), ymin=exp(dom.coeff) - exp(dom.se))
dodge <- position_dodge(width=0.9)

p <- ggplot(dom.all, aes(x = domnames, y = exp(dom.coeff)))
p <- p + geom_bar(stat = "identity", fill = "steelblue") + ylab("Odds ratio (adjusted for PSI)") + xlab("Domain")
p <- p + geom_errorbar(limits, position = position_dodge(width=0.9), width = 0.25, color = "gray50")
p <- p + theme_bw() + scale_fill_brewer(type = "qual", palette = 1)
p<-p +theme(axis.title.x = element_text(size = 16), axis.title.y = element_text(size = 16), axis.text.x = element_text(size = 16), axis.text.y = element_text(size = 16))
p <- p + theme(panel.background = element_rect(fill = 'gray97'))
p
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ggsave("comparison_of_case_vs_control_mutation_distribution_electron_micrograph_domains.pdf")

## Saving 6.5 x 4.5 in image

Look at how raw data differs for inclusion or exclusion of expanded CTLs

#PSI classes
table(DCM.CTL.all$psiexp)

##
## 0 1 2 3
## 344 57 80 662

#AA bins
table(DCM.CTL.all$aabin)

##
## 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17
## 58 187 40 32 83 150 78 43 46 58 39 33 31 45 43 34 30 113

Fit an adjusted model for PSI bins along with Cronos position.

model.cronos.psi.bin <- glm(status ~ cronos + psiexp, family = binomial(link = "logit"), data = DCM.CTL.all)
summary(model.cronos.psi.bin)
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##
## Call:
## glm(formula = status ~ cronos + psiexp, family = binomial(link = "logit"),
## data = DCM.CTL.all)
##
## Deviance Residuals:
## Min 1Q Median 3Q Max
## -0.9983 -0.9983 -0.2169 -0.2169 2.7427
##
## Coefficients:
## Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)
## (Intercept) -3.7377 0.3577 -10.448 < 2e-16 ***
## cronosTRUE 0.7887 0.2055 3.838 0.000124 ***
## psiexp1 0.4235 0.8038 0.527 0.598313
## psiexp2 1.0157 0.5844 1.738 0.082194 .
## psiexp3 2.5120 0.4022 6.245 4.23e-10 ***
## ---
## Signif. codes: 0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1
##
## (Dispersion parameter for binomial family taken to be 1)
##
## Null deviance: 1193.12 on 1142 degrees of freedom
## Residual deviance: 972.41 on 1138 degrees of freedom
## AIC: 982.41
##
## Number of Fisher Scoring iterations: 6

psi.coeff <- c(0, model.cronos.psi.bin$coeff[3:5])
psi.se <- c(0, summary(model.cronos.psi.bin)$coeff[,2][3:5])
psinames <- c("0-0.399", "0.400-0.649", "0.650-0.749", "0.75-1.00")
psi.all <- cbind.data.frame(psinames, psi.coeff, psi.se)

limits <- aes(ymax = exp(psi.coeff) + exp(psi.se), ymin=exp(psi.coeff) - exp(psi.se))
dodge <- position_dodge(width=0.9)

p <- ggplot(psi.all, aes(x = psinames, y = exp(psi.coeff)))
p <- p + geom_bar(stat = "identity", fill = "steelblue") + ylab("Odds ratio") + xlab("PSI interval")
p <- p + geom_errorbar(limits, position = position_dodge(width=0.9), width = 0.25, color = "gray50")
p <- p + theme_bw() + scale_fill_brewer(type = "qual", palette = 1)
p<-p +theme(axis.title.x = element_text(size = 20), axis.title.y = element_text(size = 20), axis.text.x = element_text(size = 18, angle = 45, hjust = 1), axis.text.y = element_text(size = 20))
p <- p + theme(panel.background = element_rect(fill = 'gray97'))
p
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ggsave("comparison_of_DCM_vs_CTL_mutation_distribution_psi_bin.pdf")

## Saving 6.5 x 4.5 in image

Focus on how the case-control distribution varies whether one is upstream or downstream of Cronos

DCM.CTL.all$psiexpgroup <- rep(NA, nrow(DCM.CTL.all))
DCM.CTL.all$psiexpgroup[DCM.CTL.all$psiexp == 0] = "very low"
DCM.CTL.all$psiexpgroup[DCM.CTL.all$psiexp == 1] = "low"
DCM.CTL.all$psiexpgroup[DCM.CTL.all$psiexp == 2] = "medium"
DCM.CTL.all$psiexpgroup[DCM.CTL.all$psiexp == 3] = "high"

DCM.CTL.all$psiexpgroup <- factor(DCM.CTL.all$psiexpgroup, levels = c("very low","low","medium","high"))

DCM.CTL.all$Cterm <- rep(NA, nrow(DCM.CTL.all))
DCM.CTL.all$Cterm[DCM.CTL.all$aabin == 17] = "C-term"
DCM.CTL.all$Cterm[!DCM.CTL.all$aabin == 17] = "not C-term"

model.cronos.Cterm <- glm(status ~ cronos + Cterm, family = binomial(link = "logit"), data = DCM.CTL.all[DCM.CTL.all$const == TRUE,])
summary(model.cronos.Cterm)

##
## Call:
## glm(formula = status ~ cronos + Cterm, family = binomial(link = "logit"),
## data = DCM.CTL.all[DCM.CTL.all$const == TRUE, ])
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##
## Deviance Residuals:
## Min 1Q Median 3Q Max
## -1.1618 -1.1618 -0.3576 1.1931 2.3586
##
## Coefficients:
## Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)
## (Intercept) -3.8874 0.4438 -8.759 < 2e-16 ***
## cronosTRUE 1.1699 0.2114 5.534 3.14e-08 ***
## Ctermnot C-term 2.6808 0.4035 6.644 3.05e-11 ***
## ---
## Signif. codes: 0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1
##
## (Dispersion parameter for binomial family taken to be 1)
##
## Null deviance: 854.99 on 658 degrees of freedom
## Residual deviance: 758.63 on 656 degrees of freedom
## AIC: 764.63
##
## Number of Fisher Scoring iterations: 5

dom.coeff <- c(0, model.cronos.Cterm$coeff[2])
dom.se <- c(log(0), summary(model.cronos.Cterm)$coeff[,2][2])
domnames <- c("Pre-Cronos","Post-Cronos")
dom.all <- cbind.data.frame(domnames, dom.coeff, dom.se)
dom.all$domnames <- factor(dom.all$domnames, levels = domnames)
limits <- aes(ymax = exp(dom.coeff) + exp(dom.se), ymin=exp(dom.coeff) - exp(dom.se))
dodge <- position_dodge(width=0.9)

p <- ggplot(dom.all, aes(x = domnames, y = exp(dom.coeff)))
p <- p + geom_bar(stat = "identity", fill = "steelblue") + ylab("Odds ratio") + xlab("PSI > 0.95")
p <- p + geom_errorbar(limits, position = position_dodge(width=0.9), width = 0.25, color = "gray50")
p <- p + theme_bw() + scale_fill_brewer(type = "qual", palette = 1)
p<-p +theme(axis.title.x = element_text(size = 20), axis.title.y = element_text(size = 20), axis.text.x = element_text(size = 20, angle =0), axis.text.y = element_text(size = 20))
p <- p + theme(panel.background = element_rect(fill = 'gray97'))
p
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ggsave("comparison_of_case_vs_control_mutation_distribution_constitutive.pdf")

## Saving 6.5 x 4.5 in image

Same plot as above, but just looking at I-band

model.Iband <- glm(status ~ cronos , family = binomial(link = "logit"), data = DCM.CTL.all[DCM.CTL.all$const == TRUE & DCM.CTL.all$domain == "I-band",])
summary(model.Iband)

##
## Call:
## glm(formula = status ~ cronos, family = binomial(link = "logit"),
## data = DCM.CTL.all[DCM.CTL.all$const == TRUE & DCM.CTL.all$domain ==
## "I-band", ])
##
## Deviance Residuals:
## Min 1Q Median 3Q Max
## -1.354 -0.736 -0.736 1.011 1.696
##
## Coefficients:
## Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)
## (Intercept) -1.1676 0.2164 -5.396 6.82e-08 ***
## cronosTRUE 1.5731 0.5697 2.761 0.00576 **
## ---
## Signif. codes: 0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1
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##
## (Dispersion parameter for binomial family taken to be 1)
##
## Null deviance: 157.27 on 132 degrees of freedom
## Residual deviance: 149.50 on 131 degrees of freedom
## AIC: 153.5
##
## Number of Fisher Scoring iterations: 4

dom.coeff <- c(0, model.Iband$coeff[2])
dom.se <- c(log(0), summary(model.Iband)$coeff[,2][2])
domnames <- c("Pre-Cronos","Post-Cronos")
dom.all <- cbind.data.frame(domnames, dom.coeff, dom.se)
dom.all$domnames <- factor(dom.all$domnames, levels = domnames)
limits <- aes(ymax = exp(dom.coeff) + exp(dom.se), ymin=exp(dom.coeff) - exp(dom.se))
dodge <- position_dodge(width=0.9)

p <- ggplot(dom.all, aes(x = domnames, y = exp(dom.coeff)))
p <- p + geom_bar(stat = "identity", fill = "steelblue") + ylab("Odds ratio") + xlab("I-band (PSI > 0.95)")
p <- p + geom_errorbar(limits, position = position_dodge(width=0.9), width = 0.25, color = "gray50")
p <- p + theme_bw() + scale_fill_brewer(type = "qual", palette = 1)
p<-p +theme(axis.title.x = element_text(size = 16), axis.title.y = element_text(size = 16), axis.text.x = element_text(size = 16, angle =0), axis.text.y = element_text(size = 16))
p <- p + theme(panel.background = element_rect(fill = 'gray97'))
p
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ggsave("comparison_of_case_vs_control_mutation_distribution_Iband_constitutive.pdf")

## Saving 6.5 x 4.5 in image

Standardize predictors by dividing by standard deviation. This will allow some comparison across predictors.

DCM.CTL.all$Ctermint <- rep(NA, nrow(DCM.CTL.all))
DCM.CTL.all$Ctermint[DCM.CTL.all$aabin == 17] = 0
DCM.CTL.all$Ctermint[!DCM.CTL.all$aabin == 17] = 1

DCM.CTL.all$cronosint <- rep(NA, nrow(DCM.CTL.all))
DCM.CTL.all$cronosint[DCM.CTL.all$cronos == TRUE] = 1
DCM.CTL.all$cronosint[!DCM.CTL.all$cronos == TRUE] = 0

#we are using odds ratios from the PSI distribution for this step; we will preferably just use PSI as a continuous variable
DCM.CTL.all$cronosint <- scale(DCM.CTL.all$cronosint, scale = TRUE, center = TRUE)
DCM.CTL.all$psistd <- scale(DCM.CTL.all$psi, scale = TRUE, center = TRUE)
DCM.CTL.all$Ctermint <- scale(DCM.CTL.all$Ctermint, scale = TRUE, center = TRUE)

Caterpillar plot

model.1 <- glm(status ~ cronosint + Ctermint + psistd, family = binomial(link = "logit"), data = DCM.CTL.all)
summary(model.1)

##
## Call:
## glm(formula = status ~ cronosint + Ctermint + psistd, family = binomial(link = "logit"),
## data = DCM.CTL.all)
##
## Deviance Residuals:
## Min 1Q Median 3Q Max
## -1.1650 -0.6762 -0.2608 -0.1863 2.8523
##
## Coefficients:
## Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)
## (Intercept) -1.9339 0.1326 -14.588 < 2e-16 ***
## cronosint 0.6593 0.1032 6.388 1.68e-10 ***
## Ctermint 0.8016 0.1205 6.654 2.86e-11 ***
## psistd 1.1299 0.1896 5.961 2.51e-09 ***
## ---
## Signif. codes: 0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1
##
## (Dispersion parameter for binomial family taken to be 1)
##
## Null deviance: 1193.1 on 1142 degrees of freedom
## Residual deviance: 900.5 on 1139 degrees of freedom
## AIC: 908.5
##
## Number of Fisher Scoring iterations: 6
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std.coeff <- c(model.1$coeff[2:4])
std.se <- c(summary(model.1)$coeff[,2][2:4])
stdnames <- c("Cronos","C-term","Splicing Class")
std.all <- cbind.data.frame(stdnames, std.coeff, std.se)
std.all$stdnames <- factor(std.all$stdnames, levels = stdnames)
#limits <- aes(ymax = exp(dom.coeff) + exp(dom.se), ymin=exp(dom.coeff) - exp(dom.se))
dodge <- position_dodge(width=0.9)

p <- ggplot(std.all, aes(x = stdnames, y = exp(std.coeff), ymin = exp(std.coeff - std.se), ymax = exp(std.coeff + std.se)))
#p <- p + geom_hline(x = 0, linetype = "dotted")
p <- p + geom_pointrange(size = 0.7, linetype = "dashed")
p <- p + geom_point(alpha = 1.0, size = 6)
p <- p + theme_bw() + scale_fill_brewer(type = "qual", palette = 1)
p<-p +theme(axis.title.x = element_text(size = 18), axis.title.y = element_text(size = 18), axis.text.x = element_text(size = 18, angle =0), axis.text.y = element_text(size = 18))
p <- p + theme(panel.background = element_rect(fill = 'gray97'))
p <- p + ylab("Odds ratio (per standard unit change)") + xlab("Source of Variance")
p <- p + ylim(0, 4)
p <- p + coord_flip()
p
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ggsave("caterpillar_TTN_4level.pdf", useDingbats = FALSE)

## Saving 6.5 x 4.5 in image

Generate predictive model using training set (2/3 of data)
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data.minim <- DCM.CTL.all[,c(16,17,21,22)]
model.1 <- glm(status ~ cronos + Cterm + psiexpgroup, family = binomial(link = "logit"), data = data.minim)
summary(model.1)

##
## Call:
## glm(formula = status ~ cronos + Cterm + psiexpgroup, family = binomial(link = "logit"),
## data = data.minim)
##
## Deviance Residuals:
## Min 1Q Median 3Q Max
## -1.1611 -0.7180 -0.2169 -0.2169 2.7427
##
## Coefficients:
## Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)
## (Intercept) -6.4166 0.5392 -11.900 < 2e-16 ***
## cronosTRUE 1.1854 0.2101 5.643 1.67e-08 ***
## Ctermnot C-term 2.6789 0.4035 6.640 3.14e-11 ***
## psiexpgrouplow 0.4235 0.8038 0.527 0.5983
## psiexpgroupmedium 1.0049 0.5848 1.719 0.0857 .
## psiexpgrouphigh 2.5137 0.4021 6.251 4.08e-10 ***
## ---
## Signif. codes: 0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1
##
## (Dispersion parameter for binomial family taken to be 1)
##
## Null deviance: 1193.12 on 1142 degrees of freedom
## Residual deviance: 891.17 on 1137 degrees of freedom
## AIC: 903.17
##
## Number of Fisher Scoring iterations: 6

niter = 100

auroc <- rep(NA, niter)

library(ROCR)

## Loading required package: gplots

## Warning: package 'gplots' was built under R version 3.2.4

##
## Attaching package: 'gplots'

## The following object is masked from 'package:stats':
##
## lowess
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for (i in 1:niter)
{
train <- sample(1:nrow(DCM.CTL.all), round(0.66*nrow(DCM.CTL.all)))
data.train <- data.minim[c(train),]
data.test <- data.minim[-c(train),]
model.1 <- glm(status ~ cronos + Cterm + psiexpgroup , family = binomial(link = "logit"), data = data.train)
model.test <- predict.glm(model.1, data.test)
preds <- prediction(model.test, data.test$status)
perf <- performance(preds, "auc")
auroc[i] = as.numeric(perf@y.values[[1]])
}
print(summary(auroc))

## Min. 1st Qu. Median Mean 3rd Qu. Max.
## 0.7769 0.8133 0.8246 0.8231 0.8338 0.8617

auroc.psiexp <- auroc
perf <- performance(preds, "tpr","fpr")
print(perf)

## An object of class "performance"
## Slot "x.name":
## [1] "False positive rate"
##
## Slot "y.name":
## [1] "True positive rate"
##
## Slot "alpha.name":
## [1] "Cutoff"
##
## Slot "x.values":
## [[1]]
## [1] 0.0000000 0.2150171 0.3378840 0.3412969 0.4266212 0.5392491 0.6075085
## [8] 1.0000000
##
##
## Slot "y.values":
## [[1]]
## [1] 0.0000000 0.7500000 0.9062500 0.9062500 0.9270833 0.9583333 0.9687500
## [8] 1.0000000
##
##
## Slot "alpha.values":
## [[1]]
## [1] Inf -0.1302652 -1.4078006 -1.5156726 -2.7932080 -2.9041651
## [7] -3.5553481 -3.7887248

table(attributes(preds)$predictions[[1]])

##
## -3.7887247873636 -3.5553480614546 -2.90416508002855
## 118 21 36
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## -2.79320800944256 -1.51567263793963 -1.4078005663409
## 27 1 51
## -0.130265194837965
## 135

#Look at discrete bins of patients
print(table(data.minim))

## , , psiexpgroup = very low, Cterm = C-term
##
## cronos
## status FALSE TRUE
## CTL 0 0
## DCM 0 0
##
## , , psiexpgroup = low, Cterm = C-term
##
## cronos
## status FALSE TRUE
## CTL 0 0
## DCM 0 0
##
## , , psiexpgroup = medium, Cterm = C-term
##
## cronos
## status FALSE TRUE
## CTL 0 0
## DCM 0 0
##
## , , psiexpgroup = high, Cterm = C-term
##
## cronos
## status FALSE TRUE
## CTL 0 106
## DCM 0 7
##
## , , psiexpgroup = very low, Cterm = not C-term
##
## cronos
## status FALSE TRUE
## CTL 336 0
## DCM 8 0
##
## , , psiexpgroup = low, Cterm = not C-term
##
## cronos
## status FALSE TRUE
## CTL 55 0
## DCM 2 0
##
## , , psiexpgroup = medium, Cterm = not C-term
##
## cronos
## status FALSE TRUE
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## CTL 74 1
## DCM 5 0
##
## , , psiexpgroup = high, Cterm = not C-term
##
## cronos
## status FALSE TRUE
## CTL 130 194
## DCM 38 187

#Consider PSI as a continuous variable
data.minim <- DCM.CTL.all[,c(16,17,21,22,14)]
model.1 <- glm(status ~ cronos + Cterm + psi, family = binomial(link = "logit"), data = data.minim)
summary(model.1)

##
## Call:
## glm(formula = status ~ cronos + Cterm + psi, family = binomial(link = "logit"),
## data = data.minim)
##
## Deviance Residuals:
## Min 1Q Median 3Q Max
## -1.1650 -0.6762 -0.2608 -0.1863 2.8523
##
## Coefficients:
## Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)
## (Intercept) -6.7405 0.5537 -12.173 < 2e-16 ***
## cronosTRUE 1.3300 0.2082 6.388 1.68e-10 ***
## Ctermnot C-term 2.6844 0.4035 6.654 2.86e-11 ***
## psi 2.6969 0.4524 5.961 2.51e-09 ***
## ---
## Signif. codes: 0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1
##
## (Dispersion parameter for binomial family taken to be 1)
##
## Null deviance: 1193.1 on 1142 degrees of freedom
## Residual deviance: 900.5 on 1139 degrees of freedom
## AIC: 908.5
##
## Number of Fisher Scoring iterations: 6

for (i in 1:niter)
{
train <- sample(1:nrow(DCM.CTL.all), round(0.66*nrow(DCM.CTL.all)))
data.train <- data.minim[c(train),]
data.test <- data.minim[-c(train),]
model.1 <- glm(status ~ cronos + Cterm + psi , family = binomial(link = "logit"), data = data.train)
model.test <- predict.glm(model.1, data.test)
preds <- prediction(model.test, data.test$status)
perf <- performance(preds, "auc")
auroc[i] = as.numeric(perf@y.values[[1]])
}
print(summary(auroc))
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## Min. 1st Qu. Median Mean 3rd Qu. Max.
## 0.7549 0.7924 0.8035 0.8053 0.8176 0.8548

auroc.psicont <- auroc

Set the C-terminal threshold at the end of the kinase domain and repeat AUROC analysis.

Ctermthresh = 34092

DCM.CTL.all$Ctermkin <- rep(0, nrow(DCM.CTL.all))
DCM.CTL.all$Ctermkin[DCM.CTL.all$aa_map < Ctermthresh] = 1

data.minim <- DCM.CTL.all[,c(16,17,21,26)]
model.1 <- glm(status ~ cronos + Ctermkin + psiexpgroup, family = binomial(link = "logit"), data = data.minim)
summary(model.1)

##
## Call:
## glm(formula = status ~ cronos + Ctermkin + psiexpgroup, family = binomial(link = "logit"),
## data = data.minim)
##
## Deviance Residuals:
## Min 1Q Median 3Q Max
## -1.1546 -0.7180 -0.2169 -0.2169 2.7427
##
## Coefficients:
## Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)
## (Intercept) -6.3726 0.5394 -11.814 < 2e-16 ***
## cronosTRUE 1.1702 0.2099 5.575 2.47e-08 ***
## Ctermkin 2.6349 0.4037 6.527 6.71e-11 ***
## psiexpgrouplow 0.4235 0.8038 0.527 0.5983
## psiexpgroupmedium 1.0054 0.5847 1.719 0.0855 .
## psiexpgrouphigh 2.5136 0.4021 6.251 4.09e-10 ***
## ---
## Signif. codes: 0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1
##
## (Dispersion parameter for binomial family taken to be 1)
##
## Null deviance: 1193.12 on 1142 degrees of freedom
## Residual deviance: 894.81 on 1137 degrees of freedom
## AIC: 906.81
##
## Number of Fisher Scoring iterations: 6

niter = 100

auroc <- rep(NA, niter)

library(ROCR)
for (i in 1:niter)
{
train <- sample(1:nrow(DCM.CTL.all), round(0.66*nrow(DCM.CTL.all)))
data.train <- data.minim[c(train),]
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data.test <- data.minim[-c(train),]
model.1 <- glm(status ~ cronos + Ctermkin + psiexpgroup, family = binomial(link = "logit"), data = data.train)
model.test <- predict.glm(model.1, data.test)
preds <- prediction(model.test, data.test$status)
perf <- performance(preds, "auc")
auroc[i] = as.numeric(perf@y.values[[1]])
}
print(summary(auroc))

## Min. 1st Qu. Median Mean 3rd Qu. Max.
## 0.7659 0.8059 0.8198 0.8171 0.8309 0.8545

auroc.psiexp <- auroc
perf <- performance(preds, "tpr","fpr")
print(perf)

## An object of class "performance"
## Slot "x.name":
## [1] "False positive rate"
##
## Slot "y.name":
## [1] "True positive rate"
##
## Slot "alpha.name":
## [1] "Cutoff"
##
## Slot "x.values":
## [[1]]
## [1] 0.0000000 0.2013423 0.3456376 0.4395973 0.5536913 0.6140940 1.0000000
##
##
## Slot "y.values":
## [[1]]
## [1] 0.0000000 0.7912088 0.9120879 0.9120879 0.9450549 0.9560440 1.0000000
##
##
## Slot "alpha.values":
## [[1]]
## [1] Inf -0.1785099 -1.1596001 -2.2681307 -2.8478121 -3.6109179
## [7] -4.0118683

table(attributes(preds)$predictions[[1]])

##
## -4.0118683015189 -3.61091791254993 -2.84781214347739
## 119 19 37
## -2.26813073789844 -1.15960014340769 -0.178509891715003
## 28 54 132

Plot distribution of AUROC values
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auroc.data <- data.frame(auroc)
p <- ggplot(data = auroc.data, aes(x = auroc))
p <- p + geom_histogram(fill = "plum4", bins=10, colour = "white")
p <- p + theme_bw()
p<-p +theme(axis.title.x = element_text(size = 18), axis.title.y = element_text(size = 18), axis.text.x = element_text(size = 18, angle =0), axis.text.y = element_text(size = 18))
p <- p + theme(panel.background = element_rect(fill = 'gray97'))
p <- p + xlab("AUROC Values")
p
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ggsave("auroc_distribution.pdf", useDingbats = FALSE)

## Saving 6.5 x 4.5 in image

Plot ROC

library(verification)

## Loading required package: fields

## Warning: package 'fields' was built under R version 3.2.5

## Loading required package: spam

## Loading required package: grid
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## Spam version 1.3-0 (2015-10-24) is loaded.
## Type 'help( Spam)' or 'demo( spam)' for a short introduction
## and overview of this package.
## Help for individual functions is also obtained by adding the
## suffix '.spam' to the function name, e.g. 'help( chol.spam)'.

##
## Attaching package: 'spam'

## The following objects are masked from 'package:base':
##
## backsolve, forwardsolve

## Loading required package: maps

##
## # maps v3.1: updated 'world': all lakes moved to separate new #
## # 'lakes' database. Type '?world' or 'news(package="maps")'. #

## Loading required package: boot

## Loading required package: CircStats

## Loading required package: MASS

## Loading required package: dtw

## Loading required package: proxy

## Warning: package 'proxy' was built under R version 3.2.5

##
## Attaching package: 'proxy'

## The following object is masked from 'package:spam':
##
## as.matrix

## The following objects are masked from 'package:stats':
##
## as.dist, dist

## The following object is masked from 'package:base':
##
## as.matrix

## Loaded dtw v1.18-1. See ?dtw for help, citation("dtw") for use in publication.
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data.minim <- DCM.CTL.all[,c(16,17,21,26)]
train <- sample(1:nrow(DCM.CTL.all), round(0.66*nrow(DCM.CTL.all)))
data.train <- data.minim[c(train),]
data.test <- data.minim[-c(train),]
model.1 <- glm(status ~ cronos + Ctermkin + psiexpgroup, family = binomial(link = "logit"), data = data.train)
model.test <- predict.glm(model.1, data.test)
preds <- prediction(model.test, data.test$status)
perf <- performance(preds, "auc")
perf.tpr <- performance(preds, "tpr","fpr")

ROCdata <- data.frame("pos" = data.test$status, "annotated" = model.test)

basal <- ROCdata
basal <- basal[order(basal[,2], decreasing = TRUE),]

l = length(unique(basal[,2]))
#scramble
basal.1 <- basal[cut(basal[,2], breaks = l) == levels(cut(basal[,2], breaks = l))[l],]
basal.2 <- basal[cut(basal[,2], breaks = l) == levels(cut(basal[,2], breaks = l))[l-1],]
basal.3 <- basal[cut(basal[,2], breaks = l) == levels(cut(basal[,2], breaks = l))[l-2],]
basal.4 <- basal[cut(basal[,2], breaks = l) == levels(cut(basal[,2], breaks = l))[l-3],]
basal.5 <- basal[cut(basal[,2], breaks = l) == levels(cut(basal[,2], breaks = l))[l-4],]
basal.6 <- basal[cut(basal[,2], breaks = l) == levels(cut(basal[,2], breaks = l))[l-5],]

basal.1 <- basal.1[sample(nrow(basal.1)),]
basal.2 <- basal.2[sample(nrow(basal.2)),]
basal.3 <- basal.3[sample(nrow(basal.3)),]
basal.4 <- basal.4[sample(nrow(basal.4)),]
basal.5 <- basal.5[sample(nrow(basal.5)),]
basal.6 <- basal.6[sample(nrow(basal.6)),]

basal <- rbind.data.frame(basal.1, basal.2, basal.3, basal.4, basal.5, basal.6)

tp <- vector(); tn <-vector(); fp <-vector(); fn <- vector()
tpr <- vector(); fpr <- vector()
acc <- vector(); spc <- vector()
len <- dim(basal)[1]
for(i in 1:len-1) {

fn[i] <- sum(basal[(i+1):len,1] == "DCM")
fp[i] <- sum(basal[1:i,1] == "CTL")
tn[i] <- sum(basal[(i+1):len,1] == "CTL")
tp[i] <- sum(basal[1:i,1] == "DCM")
tpr[i] <- tp[i] / (tp[i] + fn[i])
fpr[i] <- fp[i] / (fp[i] + tn[i])
acc[i] <- (tp[i] + tn[i]) / ((tp[i] + fn[i]) + (fp[i] + tn[i]))
spc[i] <- 1 - fpr[i]

}
points <- (cbind(fpr,tpr))#[(len-1):1,]
points <- rbind(points, c(1,1))

xlabel = "False Positive Rate (1-Specificity)"
ylabel = "True Positive Rate (Sensitivity)"
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data <- data.frame(TPR = points[,2], FPR = points[,1])
p <- ggplot(data,aes(x=FPR, y=TPR)) + xlab(xlabel) + ylab(ylabel)
p <- p+geom_line(size=1, alpha=0.7)
p<-p +theme(axis.title.x = element_text(size = 20), axis.title.y = element_text(size = 20), axis.text.x = element_text(size = 20, angle =0), axis.text.y = element_text(size = 20))
p <- p + theme(panel.background = element_rect(fill = 'gray97'))
p <- p + annotate("text", label = "AUROC = 0.81", x = 0.5, y = 0.75, size = 10)
p
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ggsave("ttn_ROC_psi_discrete_keep.pdf")

## Saving 6.5 x 4.5 in image

Bin patients into 6 bins based on: 1. Splicing extent: very low, low, medium high 2. Cronos disruption: yes
or no 3. C-term not disrupted: yes or no

Although this gives a maximum of 2 x 2 x 4 = 16 categories, only 6 of these have more than 1 individual (9
bins are empty).

Compute Fisher’s Exact Test, significance, and confidence intervals. The null hypothesis is that belonging to
any given bin has no impact on your probability of having a TTN truncating variant

#total patients 639 Haas, Roberts (End stage 155, Unselected DCM, 371 unrelated, replication 163), Herman 312 - 71 (duplicate from UK), Akinirade 145

DCMtotal = 639 + 155 + 371 + 163 + 312 -71 + 145 # (1714)
TTNDCMtotal = nrow(DCM.all.rep)
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TTNCTLtotal = nrow(CTL.all.rep)

#Controls

# 60,706 (ExAC), 2504 (1000G), 6000 (EVS): 69210
CTLtotal = 60706 + 2504 + 6000

extractfisher <- function(CTLindex, DCMindex, datatable)
{

a = datatable
b = fisher.test(matrix(c(a[DCMindex], a[CTLindex],DCMtotal - a[DCMindex], CTLtotal - a[CTLindex]), nrow = 2))
pval <- b$p.value
OR <- round(b$estimate,1)
CI <- round(b$conf.int,1)
round(fracDCMTTN <- a[DCMindex]/TTNDCMtotal,3)
round(fracCTLTTN <- a[CTLindex]/TTNCTLtotal,3)
round(fracDCM <- a[DCMindex]/DCMtotal,3)
round(fracCTL <- a[CTLindex]/CTLtotal,3)
out <- c(pval, OR, CI, fracDCMTTN, fracCTLTTN, fracDCM, fracCTL)
names(out) <- c("pvalue","OR","95% CI lower", "95% CI upper", "DCM TTN fraction", "CTL TTN fraction", "DCM fraction","CTL fraction")
out;

}

a = table(data.minim)
print(a)

## , , psiexpgroup = very low, Ctermkin = 0
##
## cronos
## status FALSE TRUE
## CTL 0 0
## DCM 0 0
##
## , , psiexpgroup = low, Ctermkin = 0
##
## cronos
## status FALSE TRUE
## CTL 0 0
## DCM 0 0
##
## , , psiexpgroup = medium, Ctermkin = 0
##
## cronos
## status FALSE TRUE
## CTL 0 0
## DCM 0 0
##
## , , psiexpgroup = high, Ctermkin = 0
##
## cronos
## status FALSE TRUE
## CTL 0 103
## DCM 0 7
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##
## , , psiexpgroup = very low, Ctermkin = 1
##
## cronos
## status FALSE TRUE
## CTL 336 0
## DCM 8 0
##
## , , psiexpgroup = low, Ctermkin = 1
##
## cronos
## status FALSE TRUE
## CTL 55 0
## DCM 2 0
##
## , , psiexpgroup = medium, Ctermkin = 1
##
## cronos
## status FALSE TRUE
## CTL 74 1
## DCM 5 0
##
## , , psiexpgroup = high, Ctermkin = 1
##
## cronos
## status FALSE TRUE
## CTL 130 197
## DCM 38 187

#very low PSI, Cterm, no Cronos:
print(extractfisher(1,2,a), digits = 2)

## pvalue OR 95% CI lower 95% CI upper
## 1 0 0 Inf
## DCM TTN fraction CTL TTN fraction DCM fraction CTL fraction
## 0 0 0 0

#very low PSI, Cterm, yes Cronos:
print(extractfisher(3,4,a), digits = 2)

## pvalue OR 95% CI lower 95% CI upper
## 1 0 0 Inf
## DCM TTN fraction CTL TTN fraction DCM fraction CTL fraction
## 0 0 0 0

#low PSI, Cterm, no Cronos:
print(extractfisher(5,6,a), digits = 2)

## pvalue OR 95% CI lower 95% CI upper
## 1 0 0 Inf
## DCM TTN fraction CTL TTN fraction DCM fraction CTL fraction
## 0 0 0 0
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#low PSI, Cterm, yes Cronos:
print(extractfisher(7,8,a), digits = 2)

## pvalue OR 95% CI lower 95% CI upper
## 1 0 0 Inf
## DCM TTN fraction CTL TTN fraction DCM fraction CTL fraction
## 0 0 0 0

#medium PSI, Cterm, no Cronos:
print(extractfisher(9,10,a), digits = 2)

## pvalue OR 95% CI lower 95% CI upper
## 1 0 0 Inf
## DCM TTN fraction CTL TTN fraction DCM fraction CTL fraction
## 0 0 0 0

#medium PSI, Cterm, yes Cronos:
print(extractfisher(11,12,a), digits = 2)

## pvalue OR 95% CI lower 95% CI upper
## 1 0 0 Inf
## DCM TTN fraction CTL TTN fraction DCM fraction CTL fraction
## 0 0 0 0

#high PSI, Cterm, no Cronos:
print(extractfisher(13,14,a), digits = 2)

## pvalue OR 95% CI lower 95% CI upper
## 1 0 0 Inf
## DCM TTN fraction CTL TTN fraction DCM fraction CTL fraction
## 0 0 0 0

#high PSI, Cterm, yes Cronos:
print(extractfisher(15,16,a), digits = 2)

## pvalue OR 95% CI lower 95% CI upper
## 0.0176 2.8000 1.1000 5.9000
## DCM TTN fraction CTL TTN fraction DCM fraction CTL fraction
## 0.0283 0.1150 0.0041 0.0015

#very low PSI, not Cterm, no Cronos:
print(extractfisher(17,18,a), digits = 2)

## pvalue OR 95% CI lower 95% CI upper
## 1.0000 1.0000 0.4000 1.9000
## DCM TTN fraction CTL TTN fraction DCM fraction CTL fraction
## 0.0324 0.3750 0.0047 0.0049
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#very low PSI, not Cterm, yes Cronos:
print(extractfisher(19,20,a), digits = 2)

## pvalue OR 95% CI lower 95% CI upper
## 1 0 0 Inf
## DCM TTN fraction CTL TTN fraction DCM fraction CTL fraction
## 0 0 0 0

#low PSI, not Cterm, no Cronos:
print(extractfisher(21,22,a), digits = 2)

## pvalue OR 95% CI lower 95% CI upper
## 0.40203 1.50000 0.20000 5.60000
## DCM TTN fraction CTL TTN fraction DCM fraction CTL fraction
## 0.00810 0.06138 0.00117 0.00079

#low PSI, not Cterm, yes Cronos:
print(extractfisher(23,24,a), digits = 2)

## pvalue OR 95% CI lower 95% CI upper
## 1 0 0 Inf
## DCM TTN fraction CTL TTN fraction DCM fraction CTL fraction
## 0 0 0 0

#medium PSI, not Cterm, no Cronos:
print(extractfisher(25,26,a), digits = 2)

## pvalue OR 95% CI lower 95% CI upper
## 0.0426 2.7000 0.9000 6.7000
## DCM TTN fraction CTL TTN fraction DCM fraction CTL fraction
## 0.0202 0.0826 0.0029 0.0011

#medium PSI, not Cterm, yes Cronos:
print(extractfisher(27,28,a), digits = 2)

## pvalue OR 95% CI lower 95% CI upper
## 1.0e+00 0.0e+00 0.0e+00 1.5e+03
## DCM TTN fraction CTL TTN fraction DCM fraction CTL fraction
## 0.0e+00 1.1e-03 0.0e+00 1.4e-05

#high PSI, not Cterm, no Cronos:
print(extractfisher(29,30,a), digits = 2)

## pvalue OR 95% CI lower 95% CI upper
## 8.8e-26 1.2e+01 8.1e+00 1.8e+01
## DCM TTN fraction CTL TTN fraction DCM fraction CTL fraction
## 1.5e-01 1.5e-01 2.2e-02 1.9e-03
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#high PSI, not Cterm, yes Cronos:
print(extractfisher(31,32,a), digits = 2)

## pvalue OR 95% CI lower 95% CI upper
## 3.0e-195 4.3e+01 3.5e+01 5.3e+01
## DCM TTN fraction CTL TTN fraction DCM fraction CTL fraction
## 7.6e-01 2.2e-01 1.1e-01 2.8e-03
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